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  If you are aware of how God works in developing leaders, you will be in a much better position to understand and to respond to what God is 
doing in your life.  God has a unique personal development plan for everyone, yet the framework of the plan has some consistent phases and 
processes that are consistent for all leaders who yield to his lessons and allow him to lead, guide, and develop them. 
 
 Phase I: Sovereign Beginnings  God's providential workings through family, environment, historical events that begin at birth.  
 
 Phase II: Inner Life Growth- God uses testing experiences to develop character.  A proper Godly response allows a leader to learn the funda-
mental lessons God wants to teach.  If the person does not learn, he will usually be tested again in the same areas.  A proper response will 
result in an expanding ministry and greater responsibility. 

1. Integrity Check is a test that God uses to evaluate intentions in order to shape character. (Challenge, response, expansion. 

2. Obedience Check is when a leader learns to recognize, understand and obey God's voice. 

Word Check tests a leader's ability to understand or receive a word from God personally and then allow God to work it out in his or her life. 
 
 Phase III: Ministry Maturing - God is developing the leader in two ways in this time: giftedness and understanding of the Body of Christ. 

Ministry Task/(Challenge) is an assignment from God that test a person's faithfulness and obedience to use gifts in a task that has a 
beginning, ending, accountability, and evaluation. (Assignment). 

Ministry Skills is the acquisition of one or more identifiable skills that help a leader accomplish a ministry assignment. 
Spiritual Gifts is any significant advance in the discovery of spiritual gifts and their use along with the event, person, or reflection that 

brought about the discovery. 
Authority Insights refers to those positive and negative ministry lessons that teach about the use of spiritual authority. 
Relational Insights are those instances in which a leader learns either positive or negative lessons about relating to other Christians or 

non Christians in the course of ministry decisions. 
Ministry Conflict refers to those conflicts in ministry through which a leader learns either positive or negative lessons about the nature, 

resolution, use, and God's purpose of conflict. 
Leadership Backlash refers to the negative reactions of followers, other leaders with the group and Christians outside the group to a 

course of action taken by a leader once ramifications develop from his decision. 
Spiritual Warfare are instances in ministry where the leader discerns that ministry conflict is primarily supernatural in its source and es-

sence. 
Breaking the Plateau Barrier is where God concentrates on expanding a leader's discernment regarding his own capacity to lead. 
Prayer Challenge refers to those instances that God reminds a leader that he must pray in order to have effective ministry. 
Faith Challenge refers to those instances in ministry when a leader is challenged by God o take steps of faith in ministry and sees God 

reward those steps with divine affirmation and ministry achievement. 
 
 Phase IV: Life Maturing - Ministry from what you are is emphasized.  God uses the processes to deepen character. 

Isolation is the process item in which a leader is separated from normal involvement, yet in the context in which ministry has been occur-
ring, usually for an extended time, and experiences some aspect of relationship to God in a new or deeper way.  

Conflict at this level includes those instances in a leaders life history in which God uses personal or ministry related conflict to develop the 
leader's faith, dependence on God, and insights relating to personal life and ministry. 

Life Crisis process items refers to a crisis characterized by intense pressure in which the meaning and purpose of life are searched out, 
with a result that the leader has experienced God in a new way. 

 
 Phase V: Convergence - The leader is moved by God into a role and place where he can have maximum effectiveness.  
 
 Phase VI: Afterglow/Celebration -  Lifetime of ministry/growth culminates in an era of recognition and indirect influence at broad levels.  


